
Ovulation & fertilization (-3 min).
Oviposition: meiosis in progress;
     sperm nucleus decondensing.

Pronuclear fusion near end of first mitosis

Gaps appear between vitelline
     membrane and embryo poles.

Yolk contractions occur during
     anaphase of each mitotic cycle 1-13.

The cluster of dividing nuclei expands
     into the posterior half of the egg.

By interphase 7, all nuclei are arranged as a
     hollow monolayer shell.  The nuclei migrate
     outward in steps during each telophase.

The first migrating nuclei to fall back into
     the embryo interior do so in telophase 8.
     They become yolk nuclei.

Nuclei reach periphery at posterior pole,
     where pole buds appear (interphase 9).

Bicoid protein gradient established.

More nuclei fall back to become yolk nuclei.

All migrating nuclei now at periphery;
     somatic buds appear (interphase 10).
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Artificial elongation of interphase permits
     transcription during cycle 10 (not earlier).

Gap and pair-rule gene transcription
     detectable (cycle 10).

Pole cells form (mitosis 10).

Last synchronous division of yolk nuclei;
     afterwards, yolk nuclei lose centrosomes
     and microtubule arrays.

Cortical cytoplasmic clearing accelerates
     during interphase 13.

Refinement of pair-rule expression into stripes.

Zygotic transcription begins switch from
     maternal to zygotic control of mitotic cycles.

If added during 14th S-phase (0–40 min),
     aphidicolin will block 14th mitosis (will
     not block earlier cycles).

Yolk contraction persists throughout
     cellularization (0–55 min).

A new round of yolk nucleus
     endoreplication begins.

Inward-growing membranes reach base of
     nuclei; transition from slow to fast phase
     of membrane growth.

Cell membranes reach full depth; transplantation
     experiments imply cell fates are determined.

The cephalic fold forms; domain 10 (mesoderm)
     invaginates (55–62 min).

HSP70-forced stg transcription (now, not
     earlier) will cause mitosis.

Pole cells shift dorsally; dorsal surface
     buckles to create two dorsal folds.

Antibodies reveal first 14 engrailed stripes.
Domain 22 (posterior midgut) invaginates
     internalizing pole cells (55–73 min).

First cells enter mitosis 14.
Germ band elongation commences.

Radial aim of mitoses in domains 8 & 9 internalizes
     gut precursors and brain neuroblasts (80–90 min).

Domain A (amnioserosa) becomes squamous;
     dorsal folds disappear (95–105 min).

Germ band elongation thrusts telson
     under the amnioserosa (95–105 min).

Domain M cells change shape (100–110 min).

Domain 8 invaginates (100–110 min).

First burst of ventral neuroblast ingression.

Cephalic fold opens ventrally.

Antibodies reveal 15th engrailed stripe across
     the telson (105 min); four head patches
     appear sequentially (105–140 min).

First cells enter mitosis 15.

The clypeolabral lobe begins to form.

First cells enter mitosis 16.

The clypeolabral lobe is well formed;
     gnathal lobes start to form.

Domain 14 cells (mesectoderm)
     ingress after 170 min.

Pronuclear fusion

Preblastoderm (cycles 1–9)

Syncytial blastoderm (cycles 10–13)

Cellularization of the blastoderm

Gastrulation

Rapid germ band elongation

Slow germ band elongation

Gnathal and clypeolabral lobe formation

Pole
cells
form
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Time line for the first 300 min of development in Drosophila melanogaster.  The drawings on the left depict the 
progression of mitotic cycles, nuclear and cytoplasmic rearrangements, and blastoderm deformations during 
gastrulation and germ-band elongation.  The right side shows the timing of some key developmental events (for 
details and references see Foe, V.E., Odell, G.M. and Edgar, B.A. (1993) Mitosis and Morphogenesis in the 
Drosophila Embryo; Chapter 3, pp 149-300, in The Development of Drosophila melanogaster, Edited by M. Bate and 
A. Martinez-Arias, Cold Spring Harbor Press).  The numbered rectangles running down the middle of the page 
represent interphase durations, and the gaps between successive boxes indicate the duration of the mitoses.  We 
depict the upper end of the interphase 1 box with an open end to indicate our ignorance about when meiosis 
concludes and the first mitotic cycle begins.  The elongated tapered block for cycle 14 is meant to indicate that this 
first zygotically controlled cycle is long and of different duration in different regions of the embryo.  Some cells 
undergo their 15th and 16th divisions (see bold type on the right side) before other cells have completed their 
14th division.  The two time axes drawn down the middle measure minutes AED (after egg deposition) and 
minutes from the start of the 14th interphase, at 25˚C.  On the far left, we indicate the developmental stages, 
numbered 1 through 10, according to the terminology that Bownes (1975, 1982) introduced, as refined by 
Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein (1985) and Wieschaus and Nüsslein-Volhard (1986).

V. Foe's Timetable of Drosophila Early Development
redrawn after Foe et al. (1993), Chapter 3 in The Development of Drosophila melanogaster


